
Family Vocabulary and Possessive -‘S or -S’ Reversi Memory Game
Fold the cards you are given so there is a family word on one side and an explanation on 
the other, then leave them spread over the table, either side up. The first person should 
choose one card, guess what is on the other side, turn over to check, then do the same 
with other cards until they make a mistake. Your teacher will tell you if you need to say all 
of the definitions, or if just one is okay. Other definitions and names which mean exactly 
the same thing, e.g. “grandpa”, are also okay. However, you must use possessive S (’s or 
s’) in “mother’s”, “parents’”, etc correctly to get a point and continue your turn. 

Whenever someone makes a mistake, the next person can do the same with the same 
cards, other cards, or a mix of the same and new cards. Any cards guessed correctly 
should be left the other way up so that they have to be transformed the other way next 
time. The winner is the first person to do all the cards in one go with no mistake, or the 
person with the longest chain of correct guesses in one go during the game. 
Cards to cut up, fold, spread across the table, and guess the other side of

my aunt my father’s sister, my mother’s sister, or
my uncle’s wife

my cousins my uncles’ and aunts’ children

my father-in-law my wife’s father, or my husband’s father

my grandchildren my children’s children

my granddaughter my son’s daughter, or my daughter’s
daughter

my grandfather my father’s father or my mother’s father

my grandson my son’s son, or my daughter’s son
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my great-grandparents my grandparents’ parents/ my parents’
grandparents

my half-brother my father’s son or my mother’s son

my in-laws my wife’s family, or my husband’s family

my mother-in-law my wife’s mother, or my husband’s mother

my nephew my sister’s son, or my brother’s son

my niece my sister’s daughter, or my brother’s
daughter

my siblings my father and mother’s other children

my sister-in-law my brother’s wife, my wife’s sister, or my
husband’s sister

my stepdaughter my husband’s daughter or my wife’s
daughter

my stepmother my father’s new wife

my uncle my father’s brother, my mother’s brother, or
my aunt’s husband
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